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ABSTRACT 
 
JUSTIN Z. J. WU: Within China, Without China: The Sprout of Local Identity in Hong Kong,  
1966-1970 
(Under the direction of Michael Tsin) 
 
Conventional wisdom suggests that Hongkongers first developed a sense of local identity 
in the late-1970s and early-1980s, following Hong Kong’s economic boom and the growing 
difference in standard of living between Hong Kong and mainland China. This thesis utilizes 
student articles from the late-1960s to assess how college students in Hong Kong questioned 
their presumed “Chinese national identity.” This thesis argues that a sense of local identity 
emerged among the college student population of Hong Kong in late-1960s. At the same time, 
this thesis suggests that the current language of nationalism and postcolonialism fails to 
adequately explain how this local identity coexisted with and sometimes rejected the presumed 
(Chinese) national identity. If in the past Hongkongers saw the British colonial as the racial or 
cultural “other,” by the late-1960s some started to see China belonging to that category of 
“other” as well, and some college students attempted to articulate a new identity for themselves. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
On January 14, 2015, Leung Chun-ying, the Chief Executive of Hong Kong, made his 
annual policy address. The public wondered what policies he would introduce as Hong Kong had 
recently gone through what is now commonly referred to as the “Umbrella Movement” or the 
“Umbrella Revolution,” a student-led sit-in that began in late September and ended in mid-
December, 2014. In a surprising move, Leung singled out Undergrad, a student magazine of the 
University of Hong Kong (HKU), and condemned its notion of Hong Kong’s rights to self-
determination.1 It was a rare move for Hong Kong’s top leader, whether the Chief Executive or 
the Governor during the British colonial era, to openly criticize a (student) publication during the 
annual policy address that was supposed to lay out the government’s executive plan for the 
coming year. In the press conference afterwards, Leung defended his action by warning against 
any suggestions of Hong Kong’s independence from the People’s Republic of China (PRC).2 
Keyvin Wong, one of the editors of Undergrad whom Leung directly criticized, responded by 
                                                          
1 Leung was referring to a 2014 issue of Undergrad where five articles discussed the idea of a “Hong Kong Nation.” 
Four of these articles were later published in an edited volume, along with five other essays by scholars. See 
Xianggang Minzu Lun香港民族論 [On the Hong Kong Nation] (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Students’ 
Union, 2014); “Liang te dian ming pi ping Gangda Xueyuan Xianggang zhi li zhi jue lun梁特點名批評港大《學
苑》「香港自立自決」論 [Chief Executive Leung Criticized HKU Undergrad for Suggesting Rights to Self-
Determination],” Mingpao, January 14, 2015.  
 
2 “Te shou: Xueyuan min zhang ti Xianggang ‘min zu du li’ fei pu tong shi shi shu fa 特首：學苑文章提香港「民
主獨立」非普通時事抒發 [Chief Executive: Undergrad’s essays mentioning ‘democratic independence’ no simple 
social commentary],” Mingpao, January 14, 2015. 
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saying that the Hong Kong government’s pro-China stance and the PRC’s failed propaganda 
only served to provoke more young people into identifying themselves as “Hongkonger” and not 
“Chinese,” as reflected in many recent polls.3 
 The question of Hongkongers’ identity has become an important issue since the PRC 
gained sovereignty over Hong Kong on July 1, 1997 from Britain, which had colonized Hong 
Kong after the First Opium War (1839-42). Under the principle of “One Country, Two Systems,” 
Hong Kong became China’s first Special Administrative Region (HKSAR). While the PRC has 
always stressed that Hongkongers inherently are Chinese,4 claiming that Hong Kong has 
historically been part of China,5 the population does not seem to have reached a consensus on the 
matter. Anti-China sentiment has grown stronger in recent years, as reflected in the Anti-
National Education Movement (2012),6 name-calling of Chinese tourists,7 and the Umbrella 
Revolution.8 An ongoing survey conducted by HKU shows that by the end of 2014, 42.3 percent 
                                                          
3 It should be noted that there is yet to be a consensual term to describe the people living in Hong Kong. Terms such 
as “Hongkonger,” “Hongkongese,” or “Hong Kong People” have been used interchangeably in the media and in 
publications. In 2014, the Oxford Dictionary added the term “Hongkonger” and “Hongkongese,” both sharing the 
meaning of “a native or inhabitant of Hong Kong,” while “Hongkongese” could also be used as an adjective. In this 
paper, I will use “Hongkonger” in the same way the Oxford Dictionary defines it. “‘Hongkonger’ Makes it to World 
Stage with Place in the Oxford English Dictionary,” South China Morning Post, March 19, 2014; “Sheng ming: hui 
ying te shou Liang Zhenying dui Xueyuan ji ben ren Huang Junjie zhi pi ping 聲明：回應特首梁振英對《學苑》
及本人王俊杰之批評 [Statement: In Response to CY Leung’s Criticism on Undergrad and Myself, Keyvin 
Wong],” Hong Kong In-Media, January 15, 2015. 
 
4 People’s Daily, the mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), argues that Hongkongers, like the Chinese 
living in mainland China, share the same ancestors. Ironically, it also suggests a “New Hongkonger” identity (xin 
Xianggang ren) for the mainland Chinese who recently move to Hong Kong, as if affirming the existence of a local 
identity that it tries to argue against. “Xianggang fazhan xuyao ‘xin Xianggang ren’ 香港發展需要“新香港人” 
[Hong Kong’s development requires ‘New Hongkonger’],” People’s Daily Overseas Edition, October 9, 2013. 
 
5 The Basic Law, the constitutional document of the HKSAR, starts with the following sentence: “Hong Kong has 
been part of the territory of China since ancient times.” The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region of the People's Republic of China, 1.  
 
6 “Hong Kong Backs Down over Chinese Patriotism Classes,” BBC News, September 8, 2012. 
 
7 “Hong Kong Advert Calls Chinese Mainlanders ‘Locusts,’” BBC News, February 1, 2012. 
 
8 “The Uglier Side of Hong Kong’s Umbrella Movement Pits Chinese against Chinese,” Quartz, November 3, 2014. 
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of the local population identified themselves as purely “Hongkonger,” an increase from 34.9 
percent in August, 1997. Conversely, only 15 percent of the interviewees considered themselves 
as “Chinese in Hong Kong” in December 2014, a drop from 20 percent in August, 1997.9 While 
one might argue that the HKSAR government’s unpopular policies and the growing discontent 
with mainland China contribute much to this increasing identification of Hong Kong identity, the 
fact that approximately one-third of the population already identified themselves as 
“Hongkonger” in 1997, according to this survey, indicates that this identification is not an 
entirely new phenomenon that only came into existence after the transfer of sovereignty.  
Conventional wisdom, shared by a number of scholars and the local population, suggests 
that Hongkongers first developed a sense of local identity in the late-1970s and early-1980s, 
when Hong Kong’s economy prospered. It created a difference in living standards between the 
colonial city and mainland China, which had just gone through the Chinese Cultural Revolution 
(1966-76).10 However, at the same time, scholars also note that the sprout of local identity, or a 
“Hong Kong consciousness,” could be traced to an earlier event – the 1967 Riots, where local 
leftists in Hong Kong were inspired by the Cultural Revolution and turned a labor dispute into a 
series of anti-colonial, pro-PRC protests. Yet, these scholars fall short of showing how this 
consciousness actually emerged in the immediate aftermath of the 1967 Riots; instead, they 
usually proceed to discuss the formation of local identity in the late-1970s, reducing identity 
                                                          
9 The other two categories, “Hongkonger in China” and “Chinese,” remained at about 24.5 percent and 18 percent 
respectively. See “People’s Ethnic Identity: Data Table,” Public Opinion Programme, University of Hong Kong, 
December 22, 2014.  
 
10 Steve Yui-sang Tsang, A Modern History of Hong Kong (London: I.B.Tauris & Co., 2004), 195. 
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formation to a matter of economic differences between Hong Kong and China, leaving a gap in 
the study of Hong Kong identity between the late-1960s and late-1970s.11  
A sense of local identity actually emerged in late-1960s among the new generation of 
Hongkongers – the college students born and raised in Hong Kong – who had had few 
experiences with China. This manifestation of “Hong Kong identity” was not due to economic 
prosperity in the late-1970s that scholars traditionally assume, but that college students began to 
question their sense of belonging; they started to see Hong Kong as their own community and 
home, unlike their parents’ generation who saw the city as merely a temporary place to stay 
before returning to their hometown in China (huixiang).12 Instead of treating Hong Kong as 
merely a periphery of China, these students placed Hong Kong at the center of their study, 
echoing Ackbar Abbas’ call for the development of a “new Hong Kong subjectivity,” 
constructed in the “very process of negotiating the mutations and permutations of colonialism, 
nationalism, and capitalism.”13 Furthermore, the violence of the 1967 Riots and the Cultural 
Revolution led to a backlash against the PRC and the students’ presumed Chinese national 
identity. Some students would come to the realization that Hongkongers’ quest for a Chinese 
identity was, to borrow from Rey Chow, “impossible from the beginning” given its “inerasable 
                                                          
11 For example, see Gary Ka-wai Cheung, Hong Kong’s Watershed: the 1967 Riots (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2009), 5; Tsang, A Modern History of Hong Kong, 183; Christine Loh, Underground Front: The 
Chinese Communist Party in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2010), 118. 
 
12 Gaang Wan 耕耘, “Wo shige ‘Xianggangren’ 我是個「香港人」 [I am a ‘Hongkonger’],” Undergrad 17 
(November 1, 1969): 6. 
 
13 Tsai Jung-fang categorizes writings about Hong Kong into two separate schools: “colonial historical scholarship” 
(that holds Eurocentric views to legitimize colonial rule) and “patriotic historical scholarship” (that stresses 
Hongkongers’ Chinese patriotism and studies Hong Kong from China’s perspective). Both scholarships generally 
neglect the voice of Hongkongers in their studies. Tsai Jung-fang蔡榮芳, Xianggangren zhi Xianggangshi, 1841-
1945 香港人之香港史, 1841-1945 [Hong Kong People’s History of Hong Kong, 1841-1945] (Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 2001), 5-9; Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance (Hong Kong: 
Hong Kong University Press, 1997), 7-8, 11. 
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colonial taint…the more Hong Kong tries, the more it reveals its lack of ‘Chineseness.’”14 As 
reflected in the college student articles in the late-1960s, students began to question their 
presumed Chinese identity and wondered if they shared a common “Hong Kong identity” that 
was shaped by both the colonial context and the China factor. At the same time, the very nature 
of this Hong Kong identity, as a local identity and not a national identity, exposes the limitation 
of the current literature of postcolonialism and nationalism.15 This local identity was not about 
nation-building or independence that postcolonial theories generally assume, nor did it follow the 
general framework of modern nationalism which tries to “appropriate…pre-existing 
representations into the mode of being of the modern nation.”16 Instead, it coexisted with the 
imposed (Chinese) national identity while resisting the assimilation into the broader national 
identity framework, something that the current language of nationalism and postcolonialism fails 
to adequately explain. 
This paper explores how college students in the late-1960s tried to make sense of their 
identity at a time of uncertainty regarding their own and the city’s future. The Cultural 
Revolution and the 1967 Riots posed a direct challenge to the students’ sense of identity and 
made them realize two important points: Hong Kong was drastically different from China and 
they had developed a sense of belonging to the city; yet, the 1997 deadline, when the Second 
                                                          
14 Rey Chow, “Between Colonizers: Hong Kong’s Postcolonial Self-Writing in the 1990s,” Diaspora 2 (2) (Fall 
1992): 163. 
 
15 It should be noted that calling the Hong Kong identity a “local identity,” “regional identity,” or “native identity” 
already constitutes a problem in itself by assuming that this identity falls under the category of a broader “national 
identity” that it tries to resist. As will be demonstrated in this paper, the current language of identity formation is not 
sufficient in exploring the nature of this type of identity that does not fit into the conventional framework of 
“national identity.”  
 
16 Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of Modern China (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1995), 27. 
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Convention of Peking (1898) expired and Britain was supposed to return the northern part of 
Hong Kong to China, cast a shadow on the city’s uncertain future, and subsequently the students’ 
own future.17 Intimidated by the prospect of living under PRC rule, college students submitted 
articles to student magazines and questioned the meaning of “China” and “Chinese,” which were 
problematic terms in themselves, as they struggled with their presumed Chinese identity. As 
Kobena Mercer explains, identity becomes an issue when “it is in crisis, when something 
assumed to be fixed, coherent and stable is displaced by the experience of doubt and 
uncertainty.”18 If in the past Hongkongers saw the British colonial as the “other,” who were 
different from themselves either culturally or racially, by the late-1960s some started to see 
China belonging to that category of “other” as well.19 The students began to challenge their 
presumed Chinese identity, and in the process attempted to articulate a new identity for 
themselves.  
  
                                                          
17 The Second Convention of Peking (1898) established that the New Territories (the northern part of Hong Kong) 
were leased to Great Britain until 1997, yet before late-1970s Great Britain and the PRC never openly discussed the 
question of Hong Kong’s sovereignty after 1997. The general assumption had always been that following the end of 
the lease, Great Britain would “return” the whole of Hong Kong to mainland China. “Xuesheng lingxiu tan 
Xianggang zizhi de qiantu yu Xianggang qingnian de guishugan 學生領袖談香港自治的前途與香港青年的歸屬
感 [Student Leaders on the Future of Hong Kong Autonomy and the Sense of Belonging of Hong Kong’s Youth],” 
Undergrad 5 (March 1, 1968): 1, 3. 
 
18 Kobena Mercer, “Welcome to the Jungle,” in Identity: Community, Culture, Difference, ed. John Rutherford 
(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1990): 43.  
 
19 Gordon Mathews, Eric Kit-Wai Ma, and Tai-lok Lui, Hong Kong, China: Learning to Belong to a Nation (New 
York: Routledge, 2008), 33. 
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CHAPTER II 
QUESTIONING CONCEPTION OF CHINESE AND HONG KONG IDENTITIES  
 
Governed by Britain since 1841 and briefly occupied by Japan (1941-5) during the 
Second World War (WWII), Hong Kong was the perfect example for Chinese nationalists to use 
to condemn foreign invasion and (Western) imperialism in mainland China. As Tsai Jung-fang 
explains, Chinese nationalist scholars have argued that Hongkongers and mainland Chinese had 
always had the same basic attitude: they all despised Britain’s forced occupation of Hong Kong, 
and engaged in struggles against the British so that Hong Kong would “return to the motherland 
of China” in the future.20 This narrative largely follows a primordial notion of identity, as seen in 
Anthony Smith’s definition of nation as a “named human population sharing an historic territory, 
common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a common economy and 
common legal rights and duties for all members.”21 The assumption is that even though Hong 
Kong was separated from China, the people of the colony still shared a common Chinese 
ancestry and historical memories of foreign invasion on Chinese soil.  
However, assuming that Hongkongers were “inherently Chinese” could be problematic. 
First, it could simply be referring to Hongkongers’ supposed ethnic Chinese component. The 
                                                          
20 Tsai, Xianggangren zhi Xianggangshi, 275-78. 
 
21 As Montserrat Guibernau has pointed out, Smith made some changes to this definition in his later work, removing 
references to “mass, public culture” and “common economy” while replacing “common legal rights and duties for 
all members” with “common laws and customs.” Anthony D. Smith, National Identity (London: Penguin Books, 
1991), 14; Montserrat Guibernau, “Anthony D. Smith on Nations and National Identity: A Critical Assessment,” 
Nations and Nationalism 10 (1/2) (2004): 125–41. 
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psychologist Marilyn Brewer’s theory of optimal distinctiveness suggests that social identity is 
“derived from …the need for inclusion and assimilation on the one hand and the need for 
differentiation from others on the other.” In the case of Hong Kong, the ethnic Chinese 
component of the Hong Kong identity serves more as a basis for “differentiation from Western 
identity but not as a basis for assimilation to traditional Chinese culture as a whole.”22 Second, 
the meaning of the word “Chinese” is not clearly defined. As David Yeh-ho Wu explains:  
…the single English word Chinese not only misses certain meanings but may cause 
confusion. In Chinese, in both the spoken and the written language, many terms are used 
to reflect racial, cultural, ethnic, and national attributes (zhongguoren, zhonghua minzu, 
huaren, huaqiao, tangren, hanren, and so on).23 
 
In other words, being “Chinese” could refer to one’s racial component (facial features), cultural 
association (the practice or appreciation of Chinese history and cultural habits), or national 
affiliation (with “China” as a territorial unit). One could certainly assume all such attributes 
when calling oneself “Chinese,” but that interpretation may not always be accurate. In a student 
debate in Hong Kong, 1969, for example, the lack of proper definition of the word “Chinese” 
became a point of contention between students who argued for or against the need for developing 
a Hong Kong identity among the local population.24 
At the same time, what people usually call “Chinese identity” is more often understood as 
“Han identity” (Hanren). Even when not considering the more complicated cases of “ethnic 
minorities” such as the Tibetans or the Uyghurs, Han, as the largest officially recognized 
                                                          
22 That is not to say that Hongkongers must be ethnic Chinese. In fact, there are many people of various descents 
who could rightfully share a Hong Kong identity, but that will not be the focus of this paper. Marilyn B. Brewer, 
“Multiple Identities and Identity Transition: Implications for Hong Kong,” International Journal of Intercultural 
Relations 23 (2) (1999): 188, 192-93.  
 
23 David Yeh-ho Wu, “The Construction of Chinese and Non-Chinese Identities,” Daedalus 120 (2) (Spring, 1991): 
159. 
 
24 This debate will be discussed again later in this paper. Tiger Syn, “Should Hong Kong Chinese Foster a Sense of 
Identity with Hong Kong?” Chung Chi Biweekly 136 (December 15, 1969): 8. 
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ethnonational group (minzu) of the PRC, is an “umbrella term encompassing a plurality of 
diverse cultures, languages, and ethnicities.”25 This kind of “national macro-narratives,” as 
reflected in Kevin Carrico’s discussion of Cantonese identity in the Guangdong Province, tends 
to “overlook the multidimensional nature of identity.”26 Stephen Platt’s study of Hunanese 
nationalism in early-twentieth century Hunan Province also suggests that native-place ties are 
“hardly trivial, and hardly secondary to being Chinese.”27 The term “Chinese,” hence, used in a 
nationalist narrative, does not give much room for developing any local or regional identity that 
means more to the people than simply geographical association. To complicate the matter even 
further, unlike terms such as “Berliner” or “Parisian” that also denote affiliation with a city, the 
Hong Kong identity is one that, to a certain extent, resists the broader national identity 
framework, due to the complex overlapping histories of Hong Kong, Chinese nationalism, and 
British colonialism. The challenge, then, is how one could address this “multidimensional 
nature” of identity given the current theoretical framework.  
Existing literature on national or postcolonial identity tends to focus on how the people 
undergo nation-building and/or strive for independence from the colonizers. Yet, unlike other 
British colonies, there had never been a strong nationalist movement in Hong Kong to develop 
its own national identity and to overthrow the colonial government in hopes of achieving 
                                                          
25 Thomas S. Mullaney, “Critical Han Studies: Introduction and Prolegomenon,” in Critical Han Studies: The 
History, Representation, and Identity of China’s Majority, ed. Thomas S. Mullaney and others (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2012), 2. 
 
26 Kevin Carrico, “Recentering China: The Cantonese in and beyond the Han,” in Critical Han Studies: The History, 
Representation, and Identity of China’s Majority, ed. Thomas S. Mullaney and others (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2012), 23. 
 
27 Stephen R. Platt, Provincial Patriots: The Hunanese and Modern China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2007), 216. 
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independence.28 Rey Chow even questions whether one could “talk about a postcoloniality that is 
a forced return (without the consent of the colony’s residents) to a ‘mother country,’” which 
“crystallize[s] and highlight[s] the problems of ‘origins’” in the study of Hong Kong.29 Existing 
literature on colonial/postcolonial identity rarely discusses how local identity reacts against the 
national identity imposed by the central state. Anthony Smith’s discussion about movements of 
ethnic autonomy, for example, shows the possible pursuit of dual identities (cultural-national and 
political-national), where a national identity is bounded within a territorial state identity.30 This 
possibility assumes that there is already a nation striving for recognition of its own national 
identity in addition to an imposed state-national identity, which does not apply to the case of 
Hong Kong in the immediate post-WWII years. During that period, the population of Hong Kong 
generally assumed they possessed a Chinese national identity, and regarded themselves as mere 
transients in the colony. Since they knew that China would take back Hong Kong in the future 
(potentially by 1997, following the Second Convention of Peking), they did not see the need in 
creating a national identity for themselves or striving for independence, as they were reluctant to 
cut off their ties with mainland China.31 
Discussion of Hong Kong identity as a national identity has gained momentum in recent 
years. Undergrad, the student magazine that Leung Chun-ying criticized, published an edited 
volume, On the Hong Kong Nation, that discusses the idea of Hong Kong as a nation from 
                                                          
28 Although there is indeed a small but increasingly discontent voice seeking independence in the post-1997 era, 
there was hardly a strong voice asking for Hong Kong independence during the colonial era. Piers Brendon, The 
Decline and Fall of the British Empire: 1781-1997 (New York: Vintage Books, 2007), 641. 
 
29 Rey Chow, “Between Colonizers,” 153.  
 
30 Smith, National Identity, 138. 
 
31 Waa Sau 華秀, “Cong nanmin dao Xianggang duli 從難民到香港獨立 [From Refugees to Hong Kong 
Independence],” Undergrad 3 (February 1, 1969): 2. 
11 
 
different perspectives. The contributors to the volumes generally suggest that the Hong Kong 
Nation should practice “civic nationalism,” in contrast with ethnic nationalism, for they 
emphasized the essence of shared “core values” as the foundation of the Hong Kong Nation. 
Given the emphasis on “core values” in the post-1997 era, one might assume ideas such as 
“freedom of speech” or “rule of law” are included in these “core values,” as echoed in a 2004 
signed declaration.32 More prominently, Lian Yi-zheng, one of the contributors, uses the example 
of Taiwanese identity to explain this stance: 
For residents in Taiwan, no matter when they first came to this land, as long as they 
recognize Taiwanese values, support the idea that “Taiwan comes first,” and are willing 
to protect Taiwan, they are Taiwanese.33 
 
In other words, the Hong Kong Nation will consist of anyone who recognizes Hong Kong’s 
“core values” and prioritizes Hong Kong’s interests.34 Although this model claims to reject using 
ethnicity as a criteria for identification, and hence people of various descents, such as Westerners 
or South Asians, could also be part of the Hong Kong Nation, it assumes that nationalism holds a 
                                                          
32 In June, 2004, about three hundred professionals in Hong Kong published a signed declaration in two major 
newspapers in Hong Kong (with the pro-PRC newspaper Wenweipo refusing to publish it), urging for Hongkongers 
to stand with their core values to prevent Hong Kong from becoming a “body without soul.” These named core 
values include liberty and democracy, human rights and rule of law, fairness and justice, to name a few. 
“Hexinjiazhi shou chongji, sanbai zhuanyerenshi lianshu: buyao shiqu linghun de Xianggang 核心價值受衝擊 /三
百專業人士聯署：不要失去靈魂的香港 [Core Values Under Attack, 300 Professionals Signed Declaration: “No” 
to Soulless Hong Kong],” Apple Daily, June 7, 2004. 
 
33 This sentiment echoes Shih Cheng-feng’s discussion of the “Taiwanese Nation,” which he states that anyone who 
loves, recognizes, and is willing to fight for Taiwan belongs to the Taiwanese Nation. Lian Yi-zheng 練乙錚, “Yu 
‘Xueyuan’ tongxue tan Xianggangren he Xianggangren yisi與學苑同學談香港人和香港人意識 [A Discussion 
with Undergrad students on ‘Hongkongers’ and ‘Hongkongers consciousness’], in Xianggan Minzu Lun, 105-06; 
Shih Cheng-feng施正鋒, Taiwanren de minzu rentong 台灣人的民族認同 [Taiwanese’s national identity] (Taipei: 
Avanguard, 2000), 41-42. 
 
34 Some student articles from the 1960s also reflect the idea that Hong Kong’s interests should be prioritized, but 
they did not mention anything about the notion of “core values” as it is a comparatively recent term that corresponds 
more to the post-1997 tension between Hong Kong and the PRC than in the 1960s. 
12 
 
binary divide, that it has to be either ethnic nationalism or civic nationalism, when in practice it 
is far more likely for both ethnic and civic nationalisms to coexist within a nation.35 
In an earlier newspaper article, Lian Yi-zheng uses Joseph Stalin’s definition of nation, 
rooted in the notion of “four commons” (language, territory, economic life, and psychological 
make-up), to discuss Hong Kong identity as a minority nationality (shaoshu minzu).36 This Hong 
Kong identity resembles what Anthony Smith calls an “ethnic category,” in which the designated 
population is considered to “constitute a separate cultural and historical grouping,” but at the 
same time the population has “little self-awareness, only a dim consciousness that they form a 
separate collectivity.” Groups under this “ethnic category,” like the Turks in Anatolia before 
1900, do not display the three factors that Smith considers to be crucial to the formation of ethnie 
(ethnic community): a myth of common ancestry; shared historical memories; or a sense of 
association with a designated homeland.37 However, Lian’s suggestion that Hongkongers are a 
“minority nationality” still assumes that it is only part of a broader “major” national identity, in 
this case presumably Chinese identity, when the formation of the Hong Kong identity was 
precisely a reaction against this imposed Chinese identity.  
Could other former colonies provide any guidance on the study of Hong Kong identity? 
In his study of colonial Taiwan, Leo Ching proposes the term “neonationalist” to describe the 
“dependent and relational form of Taiwanese identity” with an emphasis on “Taiwanese” as 
                                                          
35 Smith, National Identity, 13. 
 
36 Lian Yi-zheng, “Tan huzhao guoji: Lun Gangren chengwei shaoshuminzu 談護照國藉：論港人成為少數民族 
[On Passport Nationality: On Hongkongers as Ethnic Minority,” Hong Kong Economic Journal, November 11, 
2012. 
 
37 Smith, National Identity, 20-21. 
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situated in between the boundaries of Japanese colonialism and Chinese nationalism.38 Although 
Ching’s focus lies more on Tokyo’s policies of assimilating the Taiwanese (or turning them into 
imperial subjects under Japanese national polity) and less on the Taiwanese’s affiliation with 
China, he points to the idea of “triple consciousness” in colonial Taiwanese identity formation – 
that of Japanese colonialism, Chinese culturalism, and Taiwanese consciousness.39 The 
formation of Hong Kong identity could well follow a similar framework, for it was the 
combination of the colonial context and the China factor that gave rise to the “Hong Kong 
consciousness” and, subsequently, a Hong Kong identity.40  
All these discussions on Hong Kong identity – be it a local/regional identity, national 
identity, minority nationality, ethnic category, neonationalist, or simply community – show that 
the current language on (national) identity is not enough to deconstruct this Hong Kong identity 
that is neither fully national nor postcolonial. In his critique of Ernst Gellner’s and Benedict 
Anderson’s ideas of historical consciousness which assumes the creation of a single national 
identity, Prasenjit Duara argues that in the history of India and China, individuals and groups “in 
both modern and agrarian societies identify simultaneously with several communities, all of 
which are imagined,” and that these identifications are “historically changeable and often 
conflicted internally and with each other.”41 In his discussion of alternatives histories for 
different regions of India, Partha Chatterjee also comments that: 
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The question would no longer be one of “national” and “regional” histories: the very 
relation between parts and the whole would be open for negotiation. If there is any unity 
in these alternative histories, it is not national but confederal. But we do not yet have the 
wherewithal to write these other histories. Until such time that we accept that it is the 
very singularity of the idea of a national history of India which divides Indians from one 
another, we will not create the conditions for writings these alternative histories.42 
 
Existing literature on identity assumes the founding of a unified nation-state as the goal of 
identity formation, neglecting the complexity and different layers of identifications in the 
process. This imposition of a singular national identity would only compromise the development 
of local or regional history. While this paper does not serve to provide a new theoretical 
framework on how to study the multidimensional nature of local identity, it demonstrates how 
the Hong Kong identity adds to the complexity of the study of identity and nationalism. If the 
quest for a Chinese (national) identity is doomed to failure, as Rey Chow suggests, then a new 
theoretical language is needed to demonstrate the nuance of such “conflicting manifestations of 
identity as nexuses for fantasizing, exercising, and resisting power while complicating its 
categories.”43  
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CHAPTER III 
FROM FIN DE SIECLE TO THE COLD WAR 
 
 Before 1951, the border between Hong Kong and China was not tightly controlled. As a 
result, many Chinese (excluding refugees) entered the colony to find jobs, with the aim of going 
back to China in the future. This mentality of treating Hong Kong as a temporary residence 
reinforced the notion, taken up by many scholars, that the people in Hong Kong did not develop 
a sense of identity under British colonial rule because the city was “not so much a place as a 
space of transit. It has always been…a doorway, a point in between.”44 Alexander Grantham, 
governor of Hong Kong from 1947 to 1957, noted in his autobiography that in the past (before 
1960s), the “majority of Chinese [residents of Hong Kong]” had “little loyalty to Hong Kong.”45  
Scholars in recent decades have begun to argue against this conventional wisdom, 
suggesting that Hongkongers had already developed an identity even before WWII. John 
Carroll’s Edge of Empires, for example, convincingly argues that members of the Hong Kong 
Chinese business community in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries developed a sense 
of local identity. These elites received Western education and became influential figures in the 
administrative or legislative branches of the colonial government, but they also “defined 
themselves in contrast to both foreigners and other Chinese.” While they partially identified with 
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China, helping the Chinese government raise money in times of disasters, they would also side 
with the colonial government in combating strikes organized by Hong Kong and Chinese 
workers.46 Instead of supporting the patriotic act of protesting against the colonial government, 
they placed Hong Kong’s interests ahead of so-called nationalistic concerns. Carroll’s work 
challenges the assumed Chineseness of Hongkongers and demonstrates the complexity of Hong 
Kong identity; “the Chinese in Hong Kong identified with China as a culture rather than as a 
state.” The Chinese identity of the people could actually coexist with the Hong Kong identity in 
this case.47  The subjects that he looks at, however, consist only of a very small group of elites in 
early-twentieth century Hong Kong, and some of these elites were not ethnic Chinese but 
Eurasians. It is not entirely clear how, or if, other groups of the population, namely those who 
could not speak English or did not receive much education, perceived of their identity.48 
The post-war development of Hong Kong also affected the perception of identity. At the 
end of WWII, an observer noted that on the streets, “four times as many Chinese national flags 
[of the Nationalist government] as Union Jacks were displayed,” and some thought that Chiang 
Kai-shek’s Nationalist government would take over Hong Kong.49 However, the population were 
also content with the colonial government’s efficiency in restoring law and order to the city. 
Practical concerns appeared triumphant over nationalistic and political concerns, as a post-war 
plan to democratize Hong Kong failed to get London’s approval or public support when the 
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outcome of the Chinese Civil War (1946-9) was not clear.50 The colonial government decided to 
close the border between Hong Kong and China in 1951 as a large number of Chinese refugees 
fled to Hong Kong to escape the war or, after 1949, the new communist government. An 
estimated three quarters of a million Chinese refugees entered Hong Kong in 1949 and 1950, 
raising the total population from 1.6 million in 1946 to 2.36 million by the end of 1950.51  
In addition, due to the ongoing tension between Communist China and Nationalist 
Taiwan, the colonial government decided to adjust the Chinese history, language, and literature 
curriculum in primary and secondary schools.52 Before WWII, Hong Kong used to import 
textbooks on Chinese culture from mainland China, and the new textbooks printed after 1949 by 
the PRC, with heavy Communist propaganda, were deemed unacceptable by the colonial 
government. Textbooks printed by Nationalist Taiwan, at the same time, also contained strong 
elements of ultranationalism and anticommunism that the colonial government did not like.53 In 
order to resist the spread of Communist or Nationalist ideologies via textbooks, the Education 
Department appointed a Committee on Chinese Studies to review the curriculum of Chinese 
studies. In 1953, the committee proposed that Chinese culture should be emphasized instead, 
playing down the political elements on both sides of the Taiwan Straits in hopes of steering 
young people away from developing a sense of belonging to either regime. The teaching of Hong 
Kong history was even suggested, but since most teachers had their “cultural and social roots in 
their home districts and provinces in China, not in Hong Kong,” they had little interest in 
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teaching local history. Bernard Hung-kay Luk concludes his analysis of this amendment in 
curriculum by suggesting that: 
…generations of Hong Kong Chinese pupils grew up, learning from the Chinese culture 
subjects to identify themselves as Chinese but relating that Chineseness to neither 
contemporary China nor the local Hong Kong landscape. It was a Chinese identity in the 
abstract, a patriotism of the emigre, probably held all the more absolutely because it was 
not connected to tangible reality. And in this way, Hong Kong's schoolchildren grew up 
with a conception of Hong Kong society that was very much at the periphery of its dual 
centers of China and Britain.54  
 
For the British colonial government, there was no urgent need to strengthen the locals’ sense of 
belonging to Hong Kong. There was no need to instill “Chineseness” in the people, nor was there 
any strong incentive to promote British culture to the local population, since British officials 
were never interested in “making Britons out of Hong Kong Chinese.”55 What the Hongkongers 
made of their own identity was not a major concern to the colonial government, as long as they 
did not disrupt the stability of the city. This change of curriculum in mid-1950s allowed students 
to relate to a Chinese identity “in the abstract” because there was a deliberate attempt to only 
speak of an ambiguous Chinese culture without drawing attention to the “revolutionary fervor” 
of China since 1911.56 Consequently, their understanding of modern China and the PRC was 
relatively superficial.  
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CHAPTER IV 
1966-7: SOCIAL DISORDER AND THE INFLUENCE OF  
THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION  
 
 “The Cold War was the making of Hong Kong,” contends Piers Brendon.57 From 1950 
onward, Hong Kong’s industrial-manufacturing enterprises matured, and the colony became a 
“manufacturing and export center of the Asia-Pacific region.”58 From 1950 to 1967, values of 
merchandise trade in exports almost doubled, from $3,715 million to $6,700 million (in Hong 
Kong dollars). From 1962 to 1965, Gross Domestic Product per capita increased from $3,588 to 
$4,776.59 Just as the economy began to prosper, the mid-1960s proved to be a direct challenge to 
the stability that the colonial government had always desired. Questions such as housing, rising 
cost of living, and lack of upward mobility all contributed to a growing discontent and frustration 
among the local population with the British Hong Kong government. In 1966, the Star Ferry 
Company, which provided ferry service between Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula, 
increased its fare for monthly tickets, which caused an uproar in the city, including a hunger 
strike by a few young people in April, 1966. Their subsequent arrests sparked violent protests 
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from other youths against the police, resulting in over a hundred arrests.60 Although the “Star 
Ferry Riots” was not triggered by political motives, it sent a signal to the colonial government 
that social reforms were necessary to ensure British rule in the city.61 
 The Chinese Cultural Revolution spread from mainland China to Hong Kong at this 
delicate moment. Its influence on Hong Kong came not from the destruction of the “Four Olds” 
(culture, custom, habits, and ideas) that the Red Guards in China engaged in, but the movement’s 
advocacy of struggling against Western imperialism in China. Local leftists in nearby Macau 
staged a successful anti-colonial struggle in December, 1966, when the Portuguese colonial 
government succumbed to the leftists’ demands, including compensation payment for the leftists 
and the forced departure of the acting governor after the government failed to suppress a large-
scale leftist protest. Seeing Macau’s achievement, the director of the Hong Kong branch of 
Xinhua News Agency (the official press agency of the PRC) decided to “initiate a ‘big struggle’” 
in Hong Kong.62 Despite Zhou Enlai, the Chinese Premier, conveying a message to the CCP 
members in Hong Kong that the Cultural Revolution would not spread to the city, the local 
members were excited by the developments in Macau. The circulating rumor that Zhou might 
lose his power soon also encouraged the local CCP members to launch the Cultural Revolution 
in Hong Kong.63 
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 Their opportunity arrived in April, 1967. A plastic flower factory announced ten new 
demands on workers, who found them harsh and threatening to their job security. The factory’s 
subsequent decision to dismiss ninety-two workers, including the representatives who tried to 
negotiate with the management, and the dismissal of over five hundred workers in other factories 
sparked a strong outrage from the workers in Hong Kong. They posted “large big-character 
posters and phrases from Quotations from Chairman Mao [Zedong] outside the gate of the 
factory” in early May, and clashed with the riot police arriving at the scene.64 The pro-PRC 
newspaper Ta Kung Pao was quick to put the blame on the Nationalist Party and the West, 
provocatively suggesting that Chiang Kai-shek’s agents and the United States were trying to stir 
up unrest in Hong Kong and other places because the Cultural Revolution made them “tremble in 
fear.”65 Other newspapers were equally quick to point out the leftists’ responsibility in these 
violent protests, blame them for politicizing a workers’ movement without saving the workers’ 
jobs, and even mock them for venerating Mao’s Little Red Book as if it was some kind of lucky 
charm.66 
 Regardless, the local leftists escalated their actions. Coordinating with other workers 
associations in the city, many workers in various industries went on strikes in the coming 
months, and some teachers also suspended teaching in support of the leftists’ actions. One of the 
most notable events during the 1967 Riots took place on July 8 at Sha Tau Kok, a New 
Territories village bordering the Chinese city of Shenzhen. After five policemen were shot dead 
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by Chinese militia from across the border, the citizens of Hong Kong feared an armed invasion 
from mainland China.67 Local leftists then planted bombs on streets (some of which were fake) 
to scare and provoke the colonial government, but by August the protesters started to lose 
popularity among the population due to the escalation of violence. A bomb exploded on the 
street of North Point, causing the death of two young children. Lam Bun, a radio commentator 
and a vocal critic of the leftists, died when his car was set on fire and he was burned alive. Both 
incidents led to fierce condemnation of the leftists. In Beijing, the Red Guards staged an arson 
attack on the office of British chargé d'affaires and assaulted the diplomats and their families. As 
a result, Zhou Enlai had to personally apologize to the British government, and the leftists 
realized that they no longer had Beijing’s full support in struggling against the colonial 
government.68 As the situation worsened, Britain even considered abandoning Hong Kong, as the 
military force in Hong Kong could “hardly survive a determined military intervention from 
China” without American support. Yet Governor David Trench decided to take strong actions 
against the leftists, much against London’s wishes.69 As Zhou promised that the PRC would not 
stage a military invasion to take back Hong Kong, Governor Trench, now with the support of the 
local population who were tired of the leftists’ disturbances and with Beijing’s reassurance that 
Chinese troops would not cross the border, took strong actions against the leftists.70 By the end 
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of 1967, nearly two thousand people were arrested and convicted of various charges, ranging 
from distributing propaganda leaflets to possessing bombs.  
Initially, many citizens of Hong Kong were sympathetic toward the complaints of the 
workers and protesters. However, months of instability, which cost the lives of fifty-one people 
and injuries to over eight hundred, angered many residents, especially after leftists started 
placing bombs on streets. Because many residents associated the leftists directly with the PRC, 
the 1967 Riots confirmed what they had heard regarding the devastation and damage done by the 
Cultural Revolution to cities in China. In an interview in 1967, Professor Shen Xuanren reckoned 
that the riot made Hongkongers feel that, for the first time, Hong Kong was theirs and should not 
be demolished.71 It was this desire to keep their city safe, and the reluctance to identify with the 
same group of people who caused so much damage to the city, that triggered an identity crisis 
among Hongkongers. The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the 1967 Riots made people doubt 
their presumed identity as “Chinese.” Yet, despite their support for the government in 
suppressing the riots, they found it hard to identify with the British colonizers. As a result, the 
people of Hong Kong began to think of themselves as members of a different community, one 
that was neither Chinese nor British.  
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CHAPTER V 
STUDENT ARTICLES, 1966-70 
 
The riots of 1966 and 1967 deeply affected the college student population in Hong Kong. 
While some students actively participated in the riots, many were disturbed by the violence 
caused by the leftists. The riots made them realize that Hong Kong was more than a temporary 
residence to them; it was actually their “home” that they cared deeply about. Students became 
aware that Hong Kong’s future was at stake; at that time, no one could tell what would happen to 
Hong Kong after 1997 should the PRC take over the colony. Hence, the student articles not only 
demonstrated students’ anxiety over their identity, which they were still trying to understand, but 
also their unease regarding Hong Kong’s, and their own, uncertain futures. In 1966 and 1967, 
students started to question the difference between “Hongkonger” and “Chinese living in Hong 
Kong,” and to explore the difference between embracing the political China (represented by the 
PRC) or the cultural China (emphasizing Chinese history and culture). Articles from 1967 to 
1969 show students’ reflection on the 1967 Riots. The student authors wondered what they could 
do in the face of Hong Kong’s uncertain future. The year 1969 was the most significant year in 
terms of discussion on the question of identity. One student’s provocative claim that “China is 
but an empty shadow,” whereas “Hong Kong is concrete,” sparked a brief but significant debate 
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among students on the question of identification with China and recognition of a Hong Kong 
identity.72 
 Most of the student articles to be discussed are selected from Undergrad, a student 
magazine of HKU, the oldest university in Hong Kong and one of the only two statutory 
universities by the late-1960s. Printed in both Chinese and English, Undergrad contained a 
variety of student articles that discussed various issues, ranging from local disputes within the 
university to global issues, such as the Vietnam War. Undergrad’s influence among the student 
population was so significant that Governor David Trench had once submitted an article to 
explain his vision of the government to the students in 1968.73 It also received recognition from 
the mainstream newspapers of Hong Kong when it discussed issues concerning internal affairs of 
HKU or education of Hong Kong. One assumption that this paper makes is that most college 
students at this time were born in Hong Kong, or at least spent majority of their childhood in 
Hong Kong.74 A point to be noted is that most of these student articles were written under 
pennames, a seemingly common practice of student contributors at that time. No information 
about the authors, including gender, age, or majors, were revealed unless the authors elected to 
do so in the articles.  
1966-7: To be or Not to be a “Chinese Living in Hong Kong” 
 Published in July, 1966, an article titled “Twenty Years” first raised the issue of identity. 
Gwai Jip, the author, openly claimed that (s)he did not like Hong Kong or the people living in 
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the city. Lamenting the indifference of the citizens during the 1966 Star Ferry Riots, Gwai Jip 
wrote that the people simply “let Elsie Tu do all the work” while they watched the events happen 
with their arms folded.75 Gwai Jip then suggested that (s)he preferred the chaos of Vietnam to the 
tranquility of Hong Kong, for the Vietnamese were trying to fight for their country while Hong 
Kong continued to be ruled by a foreign power. “It’s not that I desire chaos. I simply don’t like 
Hong Kong, because it is not my country (guojia).”76 While Gwai Jip’s article could be 
interpreted as a typical adolescent desire for meaningful events in life, it also reflected the sense 
of disorientation that people felt when they could not find a sense of belonging; they were 
looking for something that could give their lives meanings, such as fighting for the future of their 
home country, which they could not find in colonial Hong Kong. This article also reflected the 
conventional view that Hongkongers were politically aloof and seldom showed interest in 
politics, a position that scholars such as Lau Siu-kai later popularized in the 1980s.77 
 Gwai Jip’s article prompted a critical response from Zing Zi, who separated the citizens 
of Hong Kong into two categories: “Hongkongers” and “Chinese living in Hong Kong.” Zing Zi 
suggested that most of the four million Chinese living in Hong Kong, like Gwai Jip, did not like 
Hong Kong because the colony was only a temporary residence for them before they returned to 
their hometowns (jiaxiang) in China. On the other hand, those who claimed to be “Hongkongers” 
had “corrupt” lives because they lacked a sense of belonging to the home country (China). Zing 
Zi argued that since, as Chinese, their ideal was to improve the lives of the 700 million people 
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living in China, they should still help the Chinese in Hong Kong in order to help the country, 
ending his/her article with the sentence “Save the Chinese in Hong Kong.”78 This article reflects 
what is now called the “refugee mentality” of the people at the time.79 People like Zing Zi did 
not consider Hong Kong to be permanent place to stay, and assumed most residents would want 
to return to their hometowns in China in the future. However, Zing Zi failed to explain why 
“Hongkongers” who did not have a sense of belonging to China were wrong or “corrupt.” In fact, 
his/her thought resembled that of the Chinese nationalist scholars who studied Hong Kong from 
the perspective of China; their concern was not so much about Hong Kong but about the well-
being of China.80 Their motivation in helping the Chinese in Hong Kong was to “help the 
country,” and not necessarily the city itself.  
 In response to Zing Zi’s article, another article challenged the necessity of having a 
national identity. In the following issue, Margaret, another student author, praised Zing Zi’s ideal 
of serving the Chinese nation, but at the same time (s)he questioned why one must devote 
oneself to the building of a nation-state (minzuguojia): 
Perhaps someone will ask, “Are you Chinese?” I don’t deny I am a Chinese 
(zhongguoren) – but I don’t admit that either…I say I am a Chinese for convenience 
purpose…many forms require you to fill out “nationality,” so I have to put in something. 
Why put down Chinese then? Well, it was decided since my birth, and I never get a 
chance to choose…I respect [Zing Zi’s] ideal, but I don’t see why Zing Zi only wanted to 
save the “Chinese” and not others – such as Gwai Jip’s “Hongkongers.”81 
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Margaret saw nationality as a construct that did not hold much meaning, and whether one 
identified as “Chinese” or “Hongkonger” did not matter much, since (s)he thought that 
nationalism led more to conflict than harmony. The article also highlighted the insight that not 
everyone in Hong Kong considered themselves to be Chinese, contrary to what Zing Zi assumed 
and what is commonly believed. In addition, Margaret hinted at the difference between 
nationality by birth and a sense of belonging. (S)he saw the term “Chinese” as nothing more than 
a term of racial identification. Even before the 1967 Riots, identifying as Chinese was simply a 
practical solution for some, and it did not hold any significant meaning to them on an emotional 
level.  
 The identification with China/the PRC became a problematic issue among students 
during the 1967 Riots. While a portion of college students became influenced by Maoist thoughts 
and participated in the violent protests, other students were critical of the movement even though 
they still generally referred to themselves as “Chinese.” By this identification, however, they 
distanced themselves from the political China (the PRC) and identified with the cultural China 
(history and culture). Responding to the leftist critique that “anti-CCP means anti-China 
(fangong ji fanhua),” the editor of Undergrad maintained that it was not a treacherous act to 
stand against the CCP, suggesting that while any Chinese ought to love his/her country, they did 
not have to love the governing regime.82  The editor’s words clearly distinguished between 
loyalty to the CCP and loyalty to the Chinese nation/state. Another article, published in the same 
issue, adopted an even stronger tone in criticizing the CCP and Mao Zedong. The author 
criticized the CCP for fomenting the Red Guard of enthusiastic high school and college students 
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to further the revolution and poisoning the young people’s mind by forcing them to read Mao’s 
work. At the end of the article, the author wrote that: 
Even though we live under the sun of Chairman Mao, we still enjoy living in Hong Kong. 
We haven’t forgotten that we are Chinese, but what we love is just China. We only 
welcome a government that makes the country better and feeds the people, but we don’t 
need the so-called “red sun” that lives inside the hearts of 700 million Chinese 
compatriots.83  
 
While the author’s intention was to criticize the Cultural Revolution, the article also displayed a 
pragmatic side of Hongkongers; they would welcome a government that could put food on the 
table, but not one that kept stirring up trouble. Hongkongers “still enjoy[ed] living in Hong 
Kong” because the Cultural Revolution was supposed to be an event that happened within China, 
not in the British colony where people were happy to maintain a safe distance from Mao’s 
regime. As Gordon Mathews, Eric Ma, and Lui Tai-lok have suggested, being “Chinese” in 
Hong Kong could refer to both identification with a loosely defined ethnicity/culture and a 
state/government, and it is not necessary for one to have a sense of belonging to both.84 What 
most people “loved,” then, was just the cultural China with over four thousand years of history, 
but not the Communist regime of Mao. Their “China” referred more to an abstract concept of 
“motherland” and less to a concrete political reality.  
1967-9: “Has Hong Kong a Future?” 
 The escalation of leftist violence in Hong Kong cast a shadow on Hong Kong’s 
undecided future, when Britain and the PRC had yet to decide on Hong Kong’s sovereignty after 
1997. The turmoil of the 1967 Riots undermined Hongkongers’ confidence in PRC rule. While 
some students still embraced the return of Hong Kong to the “motherland,” there were also 
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concerns that Hongkongers needed to think about their sense of belonging to the city in the face 
of a probable “return” to China.  
 “Is there a future for Hong Kong…where we can live our daily lives in peace and 
progress?” This question was raised by Al Bum, who wrote an article in English with the 
provocative title “Has Hong Kong A Future?” Suggesting that the people still had “a short thirty 
years [before 1997] to choose,” Al Bum argued that although many members of the previous 
generation came to Hong Kong to flee from communism in China, it was the current generation 
who needed to decide whether they wanted a liberal or a communist government for Hong Kong. 
In other words, they could not just sit passively and wait for another Elsie Tu to save them, but 
instead they had to assume an active role in deciding the fate of the city.85 Al Bum dismissed the 
cynical idea that Hong Kong was doomed or had no future, or even the conventional thought that 
the people would not want to stay in the city for long: 
We cannot conclude that Hong Kong means little or nothing to us. We can never explain 
away the fact that when we were homeless, Hong Kong housed us, when we were 
hungry, Hong Kong fed us, when we were hopeless Hong Kong gave us hope and refuge, 
and a chance to start afresh. You can’t escape it: Hong Kong is your home.86 
 
This article was published only a few days after the exchange of fire between Chinese militia and 
Hong Kong policemen on the border at Sha Tau Kok, and it is not clear if Al Bum wrote this 
article after rumors began to circulate about the PRC planning to take over Hong Kong. 
Nevertheless, the article clearly suggested treating Hong Kong as a permanent home, and not as 
a temporary residence. Hence, the people had the duty to decide the future of the place that gave 
them hope and refuge. At the end of the article, Al Bum suggested that Hongkongers should join 
political parties and run in elections in order to become “well-rounded citizens” whose voices the 
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government could not ignore.87 This kind of narrative that urged people to be more politically 
active was echoed in other student articles published in the same year.88  
  After the colonial government suppressed the 1967 Riots, questions about sense of 
belonging became of great interest to students. In a talk about Hong Kong youth’s sense of 
belonging, attended by five student leaders, one of them argued that while, like other student 
leaders, he considered himself a Chinese and was proud of Chinese culture, he also recognized 
the difference in education, upbringing, and perspectives between those who grew up in Hong 
Kong and those in China. His comments suggested that both sides would feel alien from the 
other. Perhaps more illustratively, when asked if they would leave Hong Kong should the CCP 
take over the city, all of them said they would.89 Their response demonstrates that politically and 
culturally, students felt distant from China and resisted the possibility of PRC rule. While being 
Chinese did not necessarily conflict with being a Hongkonger, the students began to show a 
sense of belonging to the city by distinguishing themselves from the mainland Chinese. 
 In response to these student leaders’ assessments of Hong Kong’s autonomy and sense of 
belonging, a student named Ging wrote a long piece to discuss what Hongkongers should do as 
they faced the unforeseeable future. Ging suggested that the 1967 Riots had “awakened” the 
people to question their sense of belonging and their future by challenging their presumed and 
unquestioned Chinese identity. Mocking the ridiculousness and incompetence of both 
Communist China and Nationalist Taiwan, Ging explored what Hongkongers could do after 
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being “awakened.”90 He suggested that Hong Kong should return to the Chinese nation 
(Zhonghua minzu), not to the Chinese government but in the sense of building an overseas 
Chinese community in Hong Kong. The goal would be to preserve the people’s nationalist 
consciousness (minzu yishi) while waiting for a better China to emerge. Unwilling to engage in 
debate about the difference between “Chinese” and “Hongkonger,” Ging argued that instead of 
just saying they were proud of Chinese culture and traditions, the people should try to do 
something concrete about preserving Chinese culture, so that when the Chinese government 
became a decent regime, Hongkongers could bring the proper culture back to China.91 While 
Ging’s idea sounded idealistic, it was perhaps an idea shared by many who found it hard to 
distance themselves from China completely. Even though they recognized their roots in Hong 
Kong, they still thought they had a duty, as Chinese nationals, to contribute to the building of a 
better China.  
 Ging’s view was echoed in a different way in the article of Waa Sau who, in early 1969, 
questioned why people did not dare to talk about Hong Kong independence.92 (S)he criticized the 
intellectuals for dismissing the idea of independence so quickly without trying to figure out how 
to overcome the practical difficulties of achieving independence: 
Yet whenever the intellectuals talk about Hong Kong independence, their immediate 
reaction is, “Impossible!” But if we ask ourselves, this “impossible” simply means that it 
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is actually a good thing in principle, but that there are serious technical issues that are 
impossible to overcome, and so they don’t want to talk about it.” 
 
Later in the article, Waa Sau continued: 
 
Being connected with China is like satellites connecting with a “cow car” (niu che) – they 
do not match and will bring a lot of inconvenience…if Hong Kong is to be connected 
with China purely on an emotional level, then it will only do more harm than good. 
Therefore, achieving independence would be the best option…The general opinion is that 
they [the people] don’t want Hong Kong independence, for if Hong Kong remains a 
colony…it is only temporarily separated from China and will return to it one day. But if 
Hong Kong gains independence, it means it will be forever separated from China. We 
don’t want independence because of that.93 
 
Waa Sau’s sentiment reflects Rey Chow’s observation that the postcoloniality of Hong Kong’s 
“in-betweenness” and the city’s “impure origins” of British colonization differentiate Hong 
Kong’s “Chinese” self-consciousness from other Chinese cities.94 Although Waa Sau 
acknowledged that the people did not want to be forever separated from China, even if Hong 
Kong did achieve independence, (s)he was also suggesting that Hong Kong and China were so 
distant from each other, whether economically or culturally. Hence, to say that Hong Kong 
would become part of China again or to serve as a center for preserving Chinese culture, as Ging 
and others had proposed, would not work well. While Waa Sau did not elaborate on how Hong 
Kong could overcome the “practical difficulties” to achieve independence, the main point (s)he 
wanted to raise was that through the process of discussing the implementation of independence, 
Hongkongers could discover their own subjectivity that Ackbar Abbas calls for, and pursue a 
path that would be most beneficial to Hong Kong.95  In other words, Hong Kong would no 
longer be situated on the periphery of China, but as a city with its own distinct consciousness.  
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1969: “China is but an Empty Shadow; Hong Kong is Concrete” 
 While previous articles from 1966 to early-1969 discussed various aspects of 
Hongkongers’ sense of belonging, they seldom generated any exchange or direct correspondence 
on a specific topic, and thus it was hard to judge how certain opinions, such as opposition to 
submitting to the PRC or Ging’s suggestion of developing an overseas Chinese community in 
Hong Kong, were perceived by other students.96 This pattern changed by the end of 1969, when 
one article, “I Am a Hongkonger,” sparked a heated debate between students. While other 
articles had already discussed a Hong Kong identity among other fellow citizens, they mainly 
suggested that people had both Chinese and Hong Kong identities, and the former was usually 
more important than the latter. These authors argued that by helping the population in Hong 
Kong, they were helping China in the long run. This 1969 article challenged that narrative by 
arguing that people simply loved an imagined China without knowing much about the country, 
and suggesting that “Hongkonger” was more than just a term indicating geographical affinity.  
 This controversial article, written by Gaang Wan, consisted of four parts. In the first part, 
he started with the sentence, “I am a native Hongkonger,” affirming that he was born in Hong 
Kong to distinguish his identity from that of his great-great-grandfather, who moved to Hong 
Kong during the Taiping Rebellion (1851-64). In the second part, Gaang Wan described his 
upbringing and how he used to disdain the term “Hongkonger,” finding it insulting when he was 
impressed by China’s long history and mesmerized by images of grandiose landscape that he 
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learnt in school. Similar to some of the previously discussed student authors, he dreamed of 
serving China, preserving its distinguished culture and building grand infrastructures to wipe 
away the image of China being weak and poor. Gaang Wan discussed how his patriotism 
changed in the third part of the article, “Why talk about loving the country” (qishi you tan 
shenme ai guo). Once he entered university, Gaang Wan met foreign professors and missionaries 
who were “really concerned about H.K. [Hong Kong], concerned about her people, her poor, her 
injustice and her future.” Then, he realized he had done “very little for the people in Hong 
Kong,” all the time only engaging in empty talk about being patriotic. He suggested that there 
was no use in proclaiming patriotism when people could not even solve daily issues in the city: 
I don’t believe that anyone who refuses to fight the injustice and inequality right before 
their eyes, anyone who refuses to sacrific [sic] for his own community will some day 
sacrifice and fight for the 700 million Chinese in China…Afterall [sic], an average youth 
in Hong Kong has never touched, smelled, seen and experienced China. How can you 
reasonably except [sic] anyone to love something unseen, unknown and intangible? 
China is but an empty shadow. Hong Kong is concrete. 
 
This sentiment continued in the last part of the article, which was written entirely in English: 
 It is only recently that I realize…that Hong Kong is much more authentic to me than 
China…Yes, I am no longer patriotic. Say what you will, call me names if you want to, 
but I would still be the first one to admit that I can’t bring myself to kiss a map of China 
hanging on the wall. It is not that I’ve forgotten China. I never know China. I have 
nothing to forget…You may say Hong Kong is inequitable, her government is colonial, 
her future is uncertain. But, in the gaping wound of this Colony founded upon contraband 
and conquest, I have sensed life; in this suffocating atmosphere of apathy and morbidity, 
I have witnessed a spark: there is still someone who cares, someone prepared to fight for 
the underprivileged here, someone to whom Hong Kong is his community, his place his 
home.97 
 
There were several points to note about Gaang Wan’s article. Firstly, as he began the 
third part of the article, he said that he had to use “Hong Kong language” (Xianggang wen) to 
explain his thoughts. Based on the content of the article, what he meant was that he needed to use 
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both written Chinese and English to express himself. While Chinese was used in the first two 
parts of the article to explain his patriotism during his youth, English was often mixed into the 
passages during the third part, when he elaborated on his feelings about Hong Kong, and only 
English was used to explain why Hong Kong was more authentic to him than China in the final 
part. Studies by Karl Deutsch and Benedict Anderson, among others, have already demonstrated 
how crucial language is to one’s perceived identity among in-group members.98 In other words, 
this new generation of Hongkongers differed from Chinese partly because they were able to 
speak both Chinese (Cantonese) and English.99 Secondly, Gaang Wan criticized people who 
claimed to be patriotic, but in fact had never “touched, smelled, seen and experienced China.” 
Other authors had reckoned that the communist regime was not ideal, but they still dreamed of 
China somehow getting better and stronger in the future. Gaang Wan, pessimistically or 
realistically, sneered that they were just deceiving themselves. He thought they were embracing 
an imaginary China that was different from what China actually was, especially during the 
Cultural Revolution. In other words, Gaang Wan was “no longer patriotic” not because he had 
forgotten China, but because he never knew China. He rejected the presumed Chinese nationalist 
stance that he was expected to uphold, because he only knew Hong Kong, his community and 
home, but not China, which was alien to him. Thirdly, Gaang Wan took a stance against the idea 
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that people in Hong Kong intended to “migrate abroad after taking their degrees” in Hong Kong 
because:  
…not all of them can afford to leave. If 1 million went away, 3 million would still stay. 
Among these 3 million we can help to cultivate a sense of belonging – not as a nation – 
but as a community – a Hong Kong community, and a desire to work for a better 
society.100  
 
While the wealthy could afford to migrate, the majority still had to stay in Hong Kong, willingly 
or not. Instead of lamenting the failure of not being able to migrate, Gaang Wan thought that 
they could use this opportunity to strengthen a sense of belonging among the people as a “Hong 
Kong community.” By claiming that it was a “community” and rejecting the label of “nation,” 
Gaang Wan was unconsciously challenging the nationalist framework of nation-building, 
echoing Chatterjee’s suggestion of forging an alternate history for the local community.101 After 
all, as college students in late-1960s, Gaang Wan’s generation consisted of those who were born, 
raised, and educated in the city, hence they were more likely to develop a sense of belonging to 
Hong Kong than the previous generation, who likely fled to Hong Kong before, during, or after 
WWII. This “Hong Kong community,” then, would consist of Hongkongers who saw Hong 
Kong as their home and wanted the city to change for the better.  
 Needless to say, Gaang Wan’s rejection of China was not well-received among the very 
group of people that he criticized – those who embraced the “imaginary” China and wanted to 
serve it. In the next issue of Undergrad, two authors fiercely condemned his idea. One of the 
authors, Hoeng Ging, said that Gaang Wan’s suggestion to “forget the country” (wang guo) was 
like a poison to the younger generation. While acknowledging Gaang Wan was right to point out 
that people should care more about the city, especially in the face of injustice, Hoeng Ging 
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argued that the younger generation of Chinese had to take on the glorious, historical mission 
(shensheng lishi shiming) to revive China, paraphrasing John F. Kennedy’s famous quote that 
Hongkongers should “ask not what China has done for you,” but “ask what you have contributed 
to China.” Hoeng Ging elaborated that if one did not like China, one could choose another 
nationality, be it American or British, but to promote a “Hongkonger” identity vis-à-vis Chinese 
identity would be a direct challenge to the Chinese nation and Chinese sovereignty.102 However, 
in the same way Zing Zi avoided the question of why Hongkongers ought to possess a Chinese 
national identity, Hoeng Ging did not address the real concern of Gang Yun’s article – why 
should Hongkongers embrace a China that they hardly knew? Hoeng Ging was assuming that the 
people in Hong Kong naturally had the responsibility to serve China, but this duty was precisely 
the point that Gaang Wan was challenging; why should the new generation of Hongkongers, 
born and raised in Hong Kong, bear the burden of “reviving the Chinese nation” or Chinese 
culture on their shoulders when they have never “experienced China”?103 The notion that 
possessing a Hong Kong identity would constitute a challenge to Chinese nation or Chinese 
sovereignty also reflected what Duara calls a “false unity of a self-same” of the nation, assuming 
that Hong Kong identity and Chinese identity could not coexist when they actually could, as 
demonstrated in some student articles that had been discussed so far.104 
 Another article, in the same Undergrad issue, was even more aggressive than Hoeng 
Ging’s. Calling Gaang Wan a “patient who needed to be diagnosed,” Lam Haa-fung, the author, 
argued that there were no “Hongkongers” to begin with, since the people who were born in Hong 
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Kong were merely “Hong Kong citizens” (Xianggang gongmin), indicating that “Hongkonger” 
could only be a term with geographical association. Lam Haa-fung criticized Gaang Wan’s usage 
of “Hong Kong language” as if Hong Kong was an independent country like Japan and Germany 
that could use their own languages, and urged Gaang Wan to “go home and keep dreaming” if he 
was advocating for Hong Kong independence, because Hong Kong was “an inseparable part of 
China’s territory” that would “return to the motherland” in the future. Later on, he criticized 
Gaang Wan’s notion that “China is but an empty shadow,” arguing that Hong Kong was still a 
Chinese society despite being Westernized for a long time, and that people had learned a lot 
about China through movies or textbooks. Any rational person with a nationalist sentiment and 
the will to serve the Chinese nation, Lam Haa-fung noted, would not dare say “China is but an 
empty shadow,” as Gaang Wan had. Furthermore, Lam Haa-fung suggested that most people in 
Hong Kong still had black hair, black eyes, and yellow skin, all being facial characteristics of a 
Chinese, a product of thousands of years of history. Ending his article, Lam Haa-fung cried, 
“Save him!” for it was “a tragedy for the Chinese nation that it has such a son.”105 
 Lam Haa-fung’s criticism was even more problematic than Hoeng Ging’s. First, “Hong 
Kong language” did not mean a language for an independent country, much like Cantonese and 
Shanghainese did not entail independence for the Guangdong Province or Shanghai from China. 
It simply meant the combination of Chinese and English that was prevalent among local usage, a 
point that a fellow student would point out in the next issue of Undergrad.106 Second, his 
criticism of Gaang Wan’s notion that people did not really know China actually strengthened 
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Gaang Wan’s argument. Lam Haa-fung suggested that people already knew China from a variety 
of sources, such as speaking the Chinese language (even though Hongkongers mainly spoke 
Cantonese), learning about Chinese history at school, and practicing Chinese traditional customs 
in their daily lives. While these points had some merits, they still failed to rebuke Gaang Wan’s 
challenge: how could one claim to know and love a place if one had not even set foot there?107 A 
well-trained British colonial official, for example, could have fulfilled all of the aforementioned 
criteria if he grew up in Hong Kong, but it seemed unlikely that Lam Haa-fung would call this 
foreigner a “Chinese.” Third, Lam Haa-fung associated Chinese with biological features such as 
black hair, black eyes, and yellow skins, which seemed to suggest a Han identity while 
neglecting the Eurasian groups who might also identify themselves as Chinese.108 This 
perspective only served to reflect the complexity of the word “Chinese,” as previously discussed, 
where the racial component was only one attribute, among many, of being Chinese. After all, 
Lam Haa-fung’s assumption was that Hongkongers ought to have the nationalistic will to serve 
the Chinese nation, which was precisely what Gaang Wan was challenging by suggesting that the 
people needed not possess this quality.  
 In response to these two articles, Gaang Wan submitted another article in the following 
issue, clarifying his ideas and criticizing Lam Haa-fung (and to a lesser extent, Hoeng Ging) for 
twisting his words. In this new article, “Still a Hongkonger,” Gaang Wan asked why 
“Hongkonger” as an identity could not exist when people still called Mao Zedong a Hunanese 
(Hunanren) or the Confederate General Robert Lee a Virginian. Moreover, people around the 
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world used terms denoting local identity such as Scottish, Welsh, or New Yorker. While not 
denying that he was Chinese by race, Gaang Wan stressed that the critical component of identity 
lay in sense of belonging, for “identity is neither by birth nor by race, it is by desire.”109 Hence, 
he suggested that if there was a Chinese who wholeheartedly admired foreign culture and lived 
the foreign lifestyle, then despite his/her yellow skin and black hair, or even his/her nationality as 
Chinese, (s)he could still say (s)he was not Chinese because (s)he did not see himself/herself as 
one. Gaang Wan also mocked Lam Haa-fung’s point that one could learn about China through 
different means by suggesting that he did not have the courage to love a pen pal whom he had 
never met, much like loving China that he had never actually seen or experienced. To end his 
story, he quoted the words of Dhun J. Ruttonjee, a Legislative Council member of Parsee 
descent, who criticized the colonial government’s indifference to bonding with the community in 
a Council meeting: 
…and I speak as a man who was born and bred here, who has his home here and who is 
vitally interested – like the vast majority of the people of Hong Kong – in what the future 
holds for Hong Kong. I am not, Sir, one who is looking forward in the not-too-distant 
future to a comfortable retirement across the sea. I want, Sir, our Jerusalem here in Hong 
Kong.110 
 
Gaang Wan’s response clarified a few points that he implied in his first article. He 
emphasized that “Hongkonger” was more than a geographical identity, for it clearly established 
the fact that Hong Kong had its own judicial and administrative system. As a political term, 
“Hongkonger” did not necessarily mean being separated from being Chinese – Gaang Wan 
acknowledged that one could still possess both identities. However, his main idea was that one’s 
Hong Kong identity should come before one’s Chinese identity, contrary to what other authors 
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had suggested. The fact that Hong Kong was not a country did not mean people could not feel a 
strong attachment to it. After all, the Hongkongers under Gaang Wan were people who were 
born and raised in Hong Kong, spoke both Chinese (Cantonese) and English, and had never 
“experienced China.” While some of them might want to move away from the city, there were 
still those who, like Ruttonjee, chose to remain in the city, for this place was their “Jerusalem.”  
This debate about identity and sense of belonging between Gaang Wan and others was 
taken up by students in other institutes as well. The Chinese University of Hong Kong hosted a 
student debate on the question, “Should Hong Kong Chinese foster a sense of identity with Hong 
Kong?” Perhaps more important than the content of the debate was the fact that people deemed 
this question urgent enough to hold a debate on it. According to the transcript of the debate, 
which only showed the concluding remarks, both the affirmative and opposition teams did not 
define the word “Chinese” in the debate, which should have been an important element in 
arguing for or against fostering a sense of local identity in Hong Kong.111 This omission added to 
the complexity of the word “Chinese,” as previously discussed, in understanding the formation 
of a Hong Kong identity. It was not always clear whether the participants were using it as a racial 
reference, as Gaang Wan did, or as a cultural/national reference.  
1970: Sforzando  
 After the debate at the end of 1969, discussions about Hong Kong identity came to an 
inexplicable halt in 1970. Student authors to whom Gaang Wan responded did not write back, 
and other students apparently shifted their attention to other affairs.112 Throughout the whole 
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year, only one article in Undergrad reflected on this debate. The author, Tong Jat-ming, a 
student at Ateneo de Manila University in the Philippines, seemed to have taken notice of the 
lack of discussion as well, opening his/her article with the line, “By the time this article is 
published, the question of Hongkonger or Chinese may have been buried with the departure of 
1969.” Identifying himself/herself as an overseas Chinese (huaqiao), Tong Jat-ming focused on 
how this debate on identity was relevant to the context of overseas Chinese in the Philippines, 
where choosing to be Filipino or Chinese would have significant economic and legal 
consequences. Although Tong Jat-ming thought that one could not neglect one’s responsibility to 
the state-nation (guojia minzu), for loving one’s country was the same as children serving their 
parents, (s)he nevertheless appreciated the debate among Gaang Wan, Lam Haa-fung, and others, 
as even just making noise about the issue of identity was better than not doing anything.113  
Unfortunately, as Tong Jat-ming had predicted, this discussion of identity was indeed 
buried with the end of 1969. It was not clear why students stopped writing about identity and 
sense of belonging, but the three events in the international and local scenes might provide some 
explanations. Going into the 1970s, the PRC, Taiwan, and Japan engaged in a dispute about the 
sovereignty over a group of uninhabited islands which the Chinese called the Diaoyu Islands. 
Japan’s claim of sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands was seen as a violation of Chinese 
territories.114 Hong Kong students shifted their attention to this dispute, which later became a 
social movement called the Baodiao Movement (literally, the “movement to defend the Diaoyu 
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Islands”) from 1970 to 1972.115 During this movement, the PRC replaced Nationalist Taiwan as 
one of the five permanent Security Council members of the United Nations in 1971, and 
President Richard Nixon visited the PRC in the following year. Such international recognition of 
the PRC reignited students’ imagination of a romanticized China. As a result, a sense of 
“national pride in being a Chinese person” emerged among some students in Hong Kong, and 
they started campaigns to “know the mother country” and embraced the PRC.116  
At the same time, the student population in Hong Kong demanded that, in addition to 
English, the colonial government should adapt Chinese language as another official language of 
Hong Kong. In the post-1967 era, the colonial government realized the need to facilitate 
communication with the public, and generally welcomed this change. Like the Baodiao 
Movement, college students took an active role in pushing for Chinese to be made as an official 
language, which was written into the law in 1974.117 Hence, in the early-1970s, the question of 
Hong Kong identity faded into the backdrop as Chinese patriotism surged among the student 
population. It suddenly did not seem particularly important by then, when there were both a 
nationalistic concern and a local struggle to work on. 
It is not clear what happened to students like Margaret or Gaang Wan after 1969, when 
the Cultural Revolution’s violence came to a halt. Following the end of the Baodiao Movement 
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in 1972, the student activists were split into two major factions; some decided to pay more 
attention to local issues instead of engaging in abstract discussions about serving the country, 
while some continued to engage in patriotic movements to “know the mother country,” until the 
death of Mao and the trial of the Gang of Four shattered their illusion.118 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION: LATE-1960s AND ALL THAT 
 
 If the late-1960s appeared to be a period of turmoil and uncertainty, the 1970s were 
commonly described as the “golden era” in Hong Kong history. In response to the riots in 1966 
and 1967, the colonial government pushed for reforms that were embraced by the public. Local 
popular culture, such as movies or television shows made in Hong Kong, also became popular 
among the locals, and some of these productions even reached a global audience.119 Perhaps 
most importantly, it was during the 1970s that Hong Kong’s economy prospered. As Hong Kong 
became one of the most important financial cities in the world, people’s living standards vastly 
improved in great contrast with that of the people in mainland China, who had to deal with the 
great turmoil brought by the Cultural Revolution. In a 1983 article titled “Life in the Cities: The 
Emergence of Hong Kong Man,” the anthropologist Hugh Baker writes that “…something 
unique has been emerging from Hong Kong’s cities: it is Hong Kong Man. He is go-getting and 
highly competitive, tough for survival, quick-thinking and flexible.”120 The alleged difference 
between Hong Kong and China, and subsequently Hongkongers and Chinese, was perhaps best 
symbolized by the 1979 television drama character “Ah Charn.” This character was portrayed as 
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a rude, ignorant, and uncivilized mainland Chinese, in contrast to the more educated, smart, and 
“modern” Hongkongers.121 The fact that the term “Ah Charn” became a household name to refer 
to mainland Chinese, until the end of the century, suggests that many Hongkongers likely 
considered themselves as different from the mainland Chinese. At the same time, Britain realized 
it had to negotiate with the PRC over Hong Kong’s future. In the face of all these changes, the 
concept of “Hongkonger” that Gaang Wan and others had discussed in late-1960s resurfaced and 
became urgent questions for Hongkongers to seek an answer to. The negative perception of the 
Chinese, in addition to the people’s lasting fear of the PRC since late-1960s, if not earlier, could 
partially explain why there were mixed reactions to the Sino-British Joint Declaration (1984), 
where opinion polls showed that most people “preferred that Hong Kong remain a British 
colony.”122  
 After 1997, the HKSAR government tried to foster a stronger sense of Chinese national 
identity among the student population. One such notable example was the Moral and National 
Education Scheme, proposed in early-2010s, which aimed at teaching primary and secondary 
students about contemporary China.123 Not surprisingly, the scheme was criticized for trying to 
brainwash the younger generations by ignoring the wrongdoings of the PRC, especially when 
one of the curriculum guidelines contained the line, “The CCP is progressive, selfless, united.”124 
This Anti-National Education Movement (2012) sent a clear message to the PRC that 
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Hongkongers were not content with the Chinese government meddling in the affairs of the city, 
because under the principle of “One Country, Two Systems,” Hong Kong ought to maintain its 
autonomy. The Chinese government and the pro-PRC camp fought back by repeating the rhetoric 
that “one country” should always come before “two systems,” meaning that people had to accept 
that Hong Kong was part of China and the younger generation should learn more about China.125 
Very few would doubt that knowing about China was a good thing, but the question was whether 
the HKSAR government, whose Chief Executive was basically hand-picked by Beijing, should 
enforce a sense of belonging to China on the people. A similar rhetoric could be found in the 
Umbrella Revolution (2014), where protesters argued that Hongkongers should be differentiated 
from Chinese. One protester said that he would not say he rejected his Chinese identity because 
he “had never felt Chinese in the first place,” unknowingly echoing Gaang Wan’s sentiment 
forty-five years ago.126 
 Both the Anti-National Education Movement and the Umbrella Revolution shared some 
resemblance with the 1967 Riots in terms of people’s reaction to a pro-PRC campaign. 
Whenever the pro-PRC camp tried to promote a pro-China stance in Hong Kong, it always 
encountered strong opposition from the people, both in the immediate years after 1967 and in the 
post-1997 era. It is not the case that Hongkongers have wholeheartedly rejected China, as seen in 
student articles from late-1960s when students struggled with either trying to reconcile or 
choosing between a Chinese and a local identity. Rather, imposing a national identity on a 
community of people who does not necessarily identify themselves as Chinese will naturally lead 
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to resistance. Marilyn Brewer’s conclusion of Hong Kong identity during the transition to 1997 
summarizes this tension neatly: 
…those Hong Kongers who are more identified with the distinctive Hong Kong regional 
identity will be most sensitive to Beijing’s acknowledgement of Hong Kong’s unique 
position and special contribution to China’s economy and culture. Perceived threats to 
Hong Kong’s distinctiveness may motivate withdrawal, but the depth of regional identity 
with Hong Kong itself suggests that the more likely response would be political 
resistance and conflict (fight rather than flight).127 
 
Student articles from late-1960s show that about thirty years before Hong Kong’s change 
of sovereignty, before the economic boom of late-1970s that made Hong Kong one of the most 
important financial centers in the world, students were already trying to understand their own 
identity. At times, some had to defend their perceived local identity from others who focused on 
the presumed national identity. It was clear that these students were reluctant to accept the 
imposed Chinese national identity, yet this local identity that they were pursuing did not follow 
the standard postcolonial paradigm, which was about the struggle of the colonized against the 
colonizers in hopes of building their own nation-state. The tendency to assume the creation of the 
nation as the “most desirable form of political community,” in other words, reflects the limitation 
of theories on nationalism, especially as they pertained to the postcolonial period as in the case 
of Hong Kong.128 In the late-1960s, students like Gaang Wan were not fond of the British 
colonizers by any means, yet their rejection of a Chinese national identity did not necessarily 
mean they wanted to form a “Hong Kong Nation” per se.129 The impact of the Cultural 
Revolution and the 1967 Riots simply strengthened their resolve to stay in the city and fight for 
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its future, but they also understood it would be hard to completely cut off their ties with China. 
The difficulty of constructing an alternate history for the community outside that of a nationalist 
discourse, as reflected in the students’ struggle in articulating their identity and vision for Hong 
Kong, reflects the limitation of the current language of nationalism studies; it fails to adequately 
explain the tension between local identity and an imposed national identity. Hong Kong’s 
identity developed when Hong Kong was colonized by a foreign power (Great Britain) and this 
identity also reacted against the supposed “mother country” (China). Postcolonial and 
nationalism theories fail to adequately capture the multiple forms of identity struggles by 
assuming that nation-building is the sole goal, ignoring the complexity of the people’s shared 
experiences by converting “non-nations” into “nations.”130  
After a hundred and fifty-five years of British colonial rule, Hong Kong has established 
itself as a community where different ideologies converged and contested against each other. 
Hongkongers cannot be strictly Chinese because the legacy of British colonialism has been so 
infused with Hong Kong’s way of living. Yet, this idea that Hongkongers cannot be “fully 
Chinese” is precisely the “characteristic of the Hong Kong identity,” and one that Chinese 
nationalists have to accept.131 As Chatterjee suggests, there is a need for a new language to write 
these alternative histories that do not fit into the larger, national history framework. Leo Ching’s 
triple consciousness model could provide a starting point in understanding the tension between 
British colonialism, Chinese culturalism, and Hong Kong consciousness that could help set the 
tone for the formation of Hong Kong identity, but more work needs to be done. With discussion 
of nation-formation and independence gaining momentum in twenty-first century Hong Kong, 
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there is an increasing urgency to properly develop a Hong Kong subjectivity in order to 
deconstruct and understand Hong Kong identity outside the conventional paradigm of 
nationalism and postcolonialism.  
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